review

Swissonic AD24 Mk2/DA24 Mk2
Changing the convertors on that affordable DAW is the audio world’s equivalent of the car tuner’s sports air filter and sports exhaust
change. Both instances have more than a bit to do with a resulting change in the sound and the unlocking of a little more performance.
GEORGE SHILLING gets the ramps out.
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LARGE VARIETY OF CONVERTORS is
available from Swissonic, but the models being
looked at here (previously available under the
MusicNet and Sonorus names until the formation of
Swissonic in 1999) are particularly popular because of
the way they work in conjunction with the Digidesign
Digi 001. However, they will also interface with any
device with ADAT optical connections.
The slightly battle-worn review models were
supplied in the optional rack adapter: each unit is a
half-width 1U box, and should mount happily in any
universal rackmount adapter. Power supplies are
separate from the units and connect with plugs that
look like network or modem connectors with a little
spring-catch. Each unit has a BNC word clock socket,
and eight Neutrik XLRs of the appropriate sex for
analogue audio connections.
The digital connection for each unit is a standard
TOSLINK optical. There is also an earth terminal.
Using standard optical leads, the connections were
made to the sockets on the Digi 001’s PCI card. It is
then a matter of selecting ADAT as the optical format
and Optical sync in the Digi 001’s hardware setup
page. The inputs and outputs then appear as numbers
9-16. It really is as simple as that.
Clicking the Default button on-screen in the I-O
Setup page in Pro Tools LE gives you correctly named
inputs and outputs. The Swissonics appear as ADAT 18 on inputs, outputs and inserts. Of course, the original
analogue connections on the Digi 001 still function as
normal, giving you the full complement of 18 inputs
and outputs should you also hook up the phono SPDIF
connections.
The front panels of these two units are very poorly
legended, with the dull coloured, stylised type barely
visible on the black painted panel. Luckily, once set up,
you rarely needs to change anything here. There are
pairs of indicator lights for each of the eight channels,
a lower green signal present LED glows when there is
any signal above -40dBFS, with the red LED above
lighting at -2dBFS to warn of impending overload.
Despite the poor legending, these are easily visible and
useful for glancing at to ensure signals are present
when troubleshooting.
The AD24 includes a momentary Calibration
switch; when this is pressed a yellow LED lights for a
few seconds while the unit self-calibrates, although
this happens automatically on power-up. There is a
button to select 44.1 or 48kHz operation, and one for
clock source internal or external. A Lock LED lights
when the word clock input is operational. The DA24
has a similar Lock indicator that lights when an ADAT
signal is present. It also features a sample rate selector
button which acts in combination with the DeEmphasis button to eliminate the high frequency boost
used in some circumstances (ask John Watkinson!).
There is also a useful switch to select 16 or 24-bit
operation.
I ran the AD24 using the internal clock at all times
and experienced no problems. You quickly get used to
the far more open and airy sound compared to the
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001’s standard inputs and outputs and the crystal clear
presence is particularly enjoyable when recording
vocals and acoustic instruments. Creating a whole
track using these convertors is a pleasure and you
don’t get that ‘closed-in’ digitally squashed feeling
(You’re sitting too close, George. Ed).
On my OS 9.1 Mac there didn’t seem to be any way
to set up Soundmanager and the Digidesign hardware
to make use of the Swissonic DA24 for general audio
playback when using stereo editing software or playing
back from Toast, for example. However, when using
Pro Tools you can make use of 16 or 18 outputs if you
can use the phono SPDIF as well. This is great for
mixing with an analogue console and external effects,
sending the less critical stuff to the 001 outputs, or
using them for effects sends. For a very reasonable
price you can be making far superior recordings,
although you have to budget for cabling and possibly
extra patchbay space, none of which comes cheap
when XLRs and optical leads are involved.
The Swissonics are optimised to work at +4dB.
While the DA24 outputs a good healthy level, in
practice the AD24 rarely imparts enough gain to
makes full use of the available headroom when
recording into Pro Tools from most +4 sources. There

is a suggested fix for this, designed for -10 operation.
Internally there are removable jumpers, and extracting
these is supposed to boost input level by 10dB.
However, after a lengthy and less than obvious
disassembly involving the removal of 20 star-drive
screws, it seemed the opposite effect was evident: a
reduction of 11dB input gain, rendering the unit
virtually useless. I reluctantly took it apart again and
put the jumpers back. At the time of writing I have yet
to receive a satisfactory explanation for this from
Swissonic.
These Swissonic convertors, for all their foibles, are
an excellent and cheap way to breathe new life into
your studio, and to many ears sound better than
888/24s and other far more expensive products. A
number of famous names have been happy to have
their names associated with these products and
hearing them it is not hard to understand why. I fully
intend to purchase. ■
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PROS

Vast improvement over Digi 001 convertors; master quality recording and playback; excellent value;
simple to install; gives Digi 001 users an extra eight I-Os

CONS

Poor legending; cabling expense; AD24 jumpers difficult to access and reduce input gain rather than
increase it; very low input level when interfacing with -10dB equipment; trailing power supplies

EXTRAS

The Swissonic AD96 is a 4-channel
A-D convertor that supports 16, 18,
20 and 24-bit digital output with
dithering and noise shaping for the
lower resolutions. The analogue
inputs are balanced and digital
outputs are provided by two AESEBU and ADAT optical. Sampling
rates are 44.1, 48, 88, and 96kHz.
The DA96 is a 4-channel D-A with
four balanced and buffered
analogue outputs that can drive
300m cable lengths.
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